UNM Faculty Senate IT Use Committee
Thursday, June 24, 2021
No face-to-face meeting location
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Join Zoom Meeting
https://unm.zoom.us/j/92647004971
Meeting ID: 926 4700 4971
Passcode: 8675309

Chair: Trenia Walker

Attendees (Voting Members): Huaiyu (Mike) Duan, Stephen Hernandez, David Hurley, Jennifer Laws, Marek Osinski (UNM Research Policy Committee representative), Mary Rice, Julia Scherba de Valenzuela,

(Guests): Elisha Allen (IT/AT), Trina Altman (IT/AT), Dean Bernardone (IT/AT), Jon Bocock (IT/AT), Pamela Cheek (Associate Provost), Austin Megli (CDL), Brian Pietrewicz (IT/AT), Stephanie Spong (CDL)

Topics

1. Review of meeting minutes from 5/27/2021

   - First meeting June 4 on Teams. First issue was seen when attendees from North Campus couldn’t join meeting as members – only guests. Can’t access meeting info/documents.
   - Other Issues:
     - Managing multiple identities
     - Simplification of sharing (securely)
     - Training on Teams
     - Shared LMS (roll into higher-level topics)

3. Faculty Constituent Concerns/Updates
   - FERPA training – Learning Central tracking (Jenn Laws)
     - In 2016, required through Learning Central
     - Not enough, given online teaching – no longer crisis mode
     - Many need “booster shot”
     - Timing to combine with new LMS rollout
     - Send strong endorsement to FS
     - Need to keep this discussion going in FS-ITUC

   - Email Spam Filter update (Huaiyu (Mike) Duan)
     - Concern that too many emails going to junk – not junk
     - Brian Pietrewicz: one setting for university, MS won’t allow filters to be turned off on individual mailboxes
     - If bad attachments aren’t deleted, puts entire system at risk
     - Individuals can ask IT to [re]set exclusions for spam filter on a mailbox
4. Faculty Constituent Concerns
   - Intellectual Property and Academic Freedom
     o Who owns a course? Problem that traditional online and AOP courses are conflated. Different policies cover each. Because of university (CDL) investment in AOP courses they are “co-owned.” Not the case with traditional online courses.
   - Online Course Scheduling process & procedures
     o The scheduling process for online courses is unnecessarily onerous. The cause is the same as above: traditional online and AOP courses are conflated.
   - Evidence-Based Practices for Teaching Online (EBPTO) – Summer 2021
     o Faculty were told that this was based on best-practice/online course standards but it was heavily focused on BlackBoard Learn tips and tricks.
   - Regular and Substantive Interaction Training (RASI) Learning Central Training
     o Faculty concerned about more required training/compliance.

5. IT/AT/CDL updates
   - Jon Bocock – update on Canvas rollout
     o Things happening behind the scenes
       ▪ Data integration
       ▪ Entering users into the system
       ▪ Configuring systems
       ▪ Exploring archiving historical course data and K-16 services
       ▪ Goals/concerns for archiving courses
         • Hope to remove the need for ongoing Blackboard contract
         • Student data and course content preservation
           o Concerns raised about how much student data is saved - student confidentiality?
           o Are faculty created courses “safe” from K-16 owners?

6. Summer Meeting dates: July 22; August 26

Next Meeting(s): July 22